One of the areas of fundamental beam physics that have served as the rationale for recent research on UMER is the study of the generation and evolution of beam halos. Recent experiments and simulations have identified imperfections in the source geometry, particularly in the region near the emitter edge, as a significant potential source of halo particles.
INTRODUCTION
The UMER experiment is an electron ring designed to study, on a scaled basis, the basic physics of a highly space-charge-dominated beam. [1] . One area of the physics studied on UMER, and that is of interest to a number of accelerator systems, is the dynamics of halo generation, as well as possible mitigation techniques. Halos can be generated by a number of dynamical processes as the beam propagates. However, a halo can also be generated in the source region. Furthermore, halo generation by space charge in the source region can be important even in accelerators where space charge is not significant for most of the accelerator length, since the beam in these accelerators is often dominated by space charge when born, and a halo generated early in the beam lifetime can, in general, persist as the beam is accelerated.
THE UMER GRIDDED ELECTRON GUN
The UMER gridded electron gun is shown schematically in Fig. 1 . The cathode grid is used for temporal control of the beam pulse, at the expense of complicating the initial beam distribution. Under some conditions, for example, a hollowing of the velocity space as well as well as virtual cathode oscillations downstream of the cathode grid can result.
[2] A rotating aperture plate, at the plane shown, can be used to insert different apertures approximately 1cm downstream of the gridded anode.
Dynamic halo generation is one of the areas of research planned for UMER. However, a substantial beam halo, as shown in the photographic image in Fig. 2 , was observed on the phosphor screen approximately 30 cm downstream of an aperture, intercepting approximately 80% of the beam current. An initial beam halo, particularly if not well understand, obviously complicates the experimental study of downstream mechanisms for halo generation. Also, because halo generation is often a phase space phenomenon, removal of a halo by using apertures to scrape only those halo particles that appear in configuration space at the aperture plane, can be difficult. It is therefore important to determine the cause of the halo so that mitigation can be performed at the cause rather than trying to eliminate the halo by scraping downstream. Under the current operating conditions in UMER , the difficulty usually encountered in halo scraping is accentuated by the observation that inserting the various apertures that are available on the aperture wheel immediately downstream of the anode had little observable effect on the halo. This was interpreted as evidence that the particles in the halo pass close to the center of the beam at the aperture plane. A common issue in gun design is created by the necessity to provide a separation between the hot cathode structure and the remainder of the gun, particularly the Pierce electrode, to provide a degree of thermal insulation. In the UMER case this hot structure includes the cathode grid. It has been known for some time [4, 5] that the details of this separation can cause a substantial modification to the particle orbits in the vicinity of the edge of the emitter. In UMER, as in many gun designs, this distance is difficult to control and measure, and is therefore not precisely known.
SIMULATION OF THE UMER SOURCE
showing halo particles visible approximately 30 cm downstream of the aperture plate. The beam has passed reasing the distance be een the cathode grid and the back of the Pierce cone fr through a 3 mm diameter centered aperture that passes approximately 20% of the beam current, followed by a focusing solenoid magnet. Note that the small spots are damage spots on the phosphor. Figure 4 is an r-r phase space plot at the aperture plane showing the consequence of inc tw om the nominal d=0.1 mm to 0.5 mm. The creation of a halo of particles, distinct from the main distribution can be seen near the beam center.
The mechanism that creates the particles responsible for the halo can be seen to result from the characteristics of the electric field in the vicinity of the inner edge of the Pierce cone. Figure 5 is a plot of the equipotential lines in the vicinity of the Pierce cone edge. Since the electric field is proportional to the gradient of these lines the gap between the Pierce cone and the cathode grid results in an inward directed field in the vicinity of the gap that accelerates particles toward the beam center. For the parameters of the UMER gun structure these particles reach the vicinity of the beam center at the aperture plane. Fig. 3 : WARP-predicted r-r phase space at the aperture plane for the nominal d=0.1 mm spacing between the cathode grid and the back of the Pierce cone. Fig. 4 : WARP-predicted r-r phase space at the aperture plane when the spacing between the cathode grid and the back of the Pierce cone is increased to d=0.5 mm. Note that the extra particles outside of the main body of the he mechanism that causes the halo in the UMER gun su gests that a simple way to substantially reduce this effect is to modify the geometry so that there are no beam particles in the region of the Pierce cone edge. Figure 6 is the phase space plot that results from increasing the distribution are near the beam center.
HALO MITIGATION
T g to 10 mm. Si of the anode grid from 8 mm nce the diameter of the cathode emitter is 8.5 mm, the edge particles are no longer strongly influenced by the field distortion at the edge of the Pierce cone. It should be noted that the cathode grid, whose diameter is somewhat larger than even the enlarged Pierce cone aperture, accelerates the particles emerging from the cathode surface so that they are not expected to spread substantially in the radial direction before passing through the Pierce-cone aperture.
Furthermore, simulations performed for different values of the spacing, d, between the cathode grid and the back of the Pierce cone show that the phase space distribution is relatively insensitive to this dimension now that the Pierce cone aperture has been enlarged. s well as to small misalignments. For example, it can be seen in Fig. 2 that the main beam di n th Though the simulations predict that substantially improved gun characteristics will be obtained by enlarging the Pierce-cone aperture, actual performance may vary. The actually-constructed behavior is subject to machining errors a stribution is slightly off-centered relative to the halo. This is thought to result primarily from a slight lack of parallelism between the emitter surface and the anode.
Understanding the actual consequences of enlarging the Pierce-cone aperture must await experiment. It is therefore planned to replace the Pierce cone electrode i e future when the gun is brought to atmospheric pressure. [3]
enlarged from a radius of 4 mm to 5 mm. The distance between the cathode grid and the back of the Pierce cone is 0.5 mm as in Fig. 4 .
